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Arctic leads (openor refrozen fractures in sea ice) provide for the exchangeof heat between the
ice/oceansurface and the atmosphere. Their influence on the energy budget is not easy to
quantify, however, becauselittle is known about their spatial and temporal distributions due to
the difficulty in detectingand mapping leads using remote sensingtechniques. The way in which
thermal contrastbetweenleads of varying widths and thicknessescan be distinguishedfrom the
background multiyear ice surface under varying atmospheric conditions is examined. The
normalized brightnesstemperature differencebetweenimage pixels that include lead fractions and
of the backgroundice is usedin an attempt to determinethresholdsof detectionaccountingfor
sensor field-of-view and various atmospheric phenomena that influence the Arctic radiation
balanceduringwinter. Brightnesstemperaturesare derivedfrom modeledtop-of-the-atmosphere
radiances for three thernml channels (3, 4 and 5) of the Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer. Surface temperatures are prescribedas a function of ice thickness and the effectsof
the intervening atmosphereare simulated by varying the optical depthsof hypotheticalcloud or
haze layers varying in microphysical characteristics. Results indicate that the limits of lead
detectionmay be determinedas a function of pixel lead fraction and atmosphericoptical depth if
•u•aoxe vaxue• o• normalized contrast are-used as oetec•lon -criteria. For example, •ven a pixel
resolutionof 1.0 km and the presenceof a layer of ice crystalshaving a visible optical depth of 0.6
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just above the surface, the minimum detectable lead width is estimated to be between 400 m and

750 m dependingon what thresholdcriteria are used which, in turn, dependson the homogeneity
of the multiyear ice surface. For the sameconditionsand range of thresholdcriteria but assuming
a layer optical depth of 0.3, the minimum detectable lead width decreasesto between 290 m and
560 m. Minimum detectable lead widths are also found to depend on the microphysical and
physicalpropertiesof any intervening atmosphericlayer. Our simulationsindicate that narrower
leads are detectable when hazy conditions exist than when stratiform water or ice clouds are
present for any given layer optical depth.

INTRODUCTION

sensorson our ability to retrieve lead width distributions

Linear openings in the ice pack, or leads, are an
important componentof the heat budget of the Arctic.
Leads may be a significant sourceof heat and moisture to
the Arctic atmosphere [e.g.,Andrea• et af., 1979; Smith et

and

total

area

fraction

are

examined.

Based

on an

analysis of high resolution Landsat imagery, Key and
Peckham [1991] conclude that most leads are less than

500 m wide which, unfortunately, is considerably below
a/., 1983; $chnell et af., 1989], especiallyduring winter. the resolution of most satellite radiometers. The length of
During summer leadsprovidea "window"for the penetra- leads are highly variable and dependon regional dynamition of solar radiation thus enhancingthe energystoredin cal forcings by ocean currents and winds. Typically,
the ocean during the sunlit months. The magnitude of intersecting lead segments are on the order of tens of
their impact on the global climate is difficult to assess, kilometers long and intersecting leads may extend for
however, without a knowledge of their frequency of hundreds of kilometers. Whether or not leads are detectoccurrenceand spatial distribution. The use of remotely able using remote sensingtechniquesdependsnot only on
sensedthermal images, particularly data collectedusing their size, however, but also on their surface properties
the infrared (IR) and near infrared (NIR) channels of the and on how the intervening atmosphere modulates the
AdvancedVery High ResolutionRadiometer (AVHRR) on- flow of upwelling radiation.
Here we address the need to understand
how different
boardthe NOAA-seriesoperationalsatellites,may provide
a means to detect and map leads. To date no operational sensorsrespond radiometrically to varying surface types
methodto do this has been developed.In Key eta/. [1993] and intervening atmospheric layers by evaluating the
and J. Key et al. (Effects of satellite sensor field of view on combineduseofmultispectral image and contrastanalyses
the retrieved geometrical characteristics of sea ice leads, to determine thresholds of lead detection under varying
submitted to Remote Sensing of the Environment, 1993) atmospheric conditions. Our objectiveis to estimate the
the effects of varying the field-of-view (FOV) of satellite narrowest resolvablelead under a given set of surfaceand
atmospheric conditions, sensor FOV and viewing geometry. Although this investigation focuseson the use of
AVHRR data, the approach should have general applicaCopyright1993 by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
bility to other thermal sensors of differing spectral
responseand view characteristics. The modeling results
Paper number 93JC00651.
0148-0227/93/93JC-00651505.00
presentedhere contrastsimulationsof clear-skyconditions
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with thoseincludingthe effectsof varioustype• of horizontally homogeneouscloud or aerosol layers. Cloud
detection using AVHRR data is not addressed. For a
discussion of polar cloud detection see Key and Barry
[1989], Sakellariou et el. [1992] and Yamanouchi et el.
[1987] and references therein.

Our overall approachis as follows. We first simulate
top-of-the-atmosphere(TOA) radiances for three thermal
channels of the AVHRR instrument. Average clear-sky
January conditions for the central Arctic are assumed.
Operating in the NIR and IR "atmospheric window"
regions of the spectrum, these channels are especially
sensitiveto surfaceemissions,but are also affectedby any
intervening atmosphericlayer that absorbs/emitsthermal
radiation. Thus, surface (or skin) temperatures and
are varied

to evaluate

and 12.0 pm, respectively. All our calculationsinclude the
effects of multiple scattered thermal radiation and are

madeat steps
of5 cm-1(equivalent
to0.06pmat 11pm).

METHODOLOGY

emissivities

In this study we simulate AVHRR radiances for
channels 3, 4 and 5. Channel 3 measures in the NIR
window region of the spectrum and is centered at 3.7 pm
while the IR channels 4 and 5 are centered at 10.8 pm

the effects of different

surface types. All modeled radiances are converted to
equivalent blackbody temperatures (brightnesstemperatures) by inverting the Planck function [National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, 1991] to facilitate
comparisonswith physical temperatures and the analyses
of bispectral results (NIR-IR brightness temperature

The angular and spectral dependenciesof snowand water
emissivities are also taken into account. In all cases,
LOWTRAN was initialized for average clear-sky January
temperature and humidity profilesbased on an analysis of
Soviet ice island data collectedin the central Arctic [e.g.,
Key and Haefiiger, 1992; Serrezeet el., 1992]. The mean
clear-skyJanuary temperature and dewpoint temperature
profiles are shown in Figure I with the boundaries of
subsequently prescribed hypothetical layers of haze,
stratus cloud, cirrus cloud and ice crystal precipitation
indicated. Because there is essentially no information
available on the vertical structure of atmosphericgasesin
the central Arctic, we assume that average "subarctic

winter"concentrations
of 03, CH4,CO andN20 existin

the atmospherewhen running LOWTRAN. Model subarctic winter background aerosol concentrations for the
troposphere(2 to 10 km) and the stratosphere (10 to 30
differences) and derived thermal contrasts. Next, model km) were also prescribed. To simulate haze effects,
cloudsor haze layers are hypothetically inserted into the boundary layer (0 to 2 km) aerosol concentrationswere
atmosphere to examine the behavior of simulated bright- varied by specifyingthe layer visibility, but in all other
nesstemperatures and brightnesstemperature differences casesthe default "rural" aerosolmodel for the boundary
(BTD's) as a function of layer optical depth. These "split layer was used. To examine the full range of AVHRR scan
angles (0ø to approximately 55ø) we made calculationsat
window" results are then examined for signatures that
characterize haze, stratiform water clouds, clear-sky ice 0ø(nadir), 20ø and 50ø. Only results for 0ø and/or 50ø are
crystal precipitation (ICP) or high level cirrus clouds. presented here.
Finally, by normalizing the difference between channel
brightness temperatures of a lead pixel and its backMean Ja•u.ary T.emperature
ground (i.e. the multiyear ice pack) by the brightness
•ear S•y
temperature of the backgroundscenenormalized contrast
values are derived and evaluated

as a means to determine
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the limits of lead detection given certain sensorcharacteristics and atmospheric/surfaceproperties.
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Radiative Transfer Simulations
The radiative transfer code LOWTRAN 7 [Kneizys et
el., 1988] (hereafter simply LOWTRAN) is used to compute TOA, upwelling radiances from which satellite-

.
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derived
brightness
temperatures
are
simulated.
LOW-

TRAN7 is anextension
andupdate
ofLOWTRAN
6 •

Cirrus

•

'

[Kneizyset el. 1983] designedto computeatmospheric

transmission
or
background
radiance
for
prescribed
-•••,•
Calculations
are
made
for
precribed
viewing
geometries
4-

.

spectral intervals ranging from 0.2 pm to infinity.

accounting
for
atmospheric
curvature.
The
code
can
be f

initialized for representative model atmospheresincluding
intervening layers of cloud or haze, or for user-defined
profiles of temperature, humidity and spectral extinction.
An option to include multiple scattering effects is also

available.
Theresolution
ofthemodel
is20cm-1at steps
of5 cm-1. In cases
involving
haze,changes
in theproperties of aerosolsas a function of relative humidity (RH) are
accountedfor [e.g., Shettle and Fenn, 1979; Blanchet and
List, 1987] by first modifying the effective refractive
indices of the bimodal particle size distribution and then
recomputing extinction and absorption coefficientsbased
on Mie theory [Kneizys et el., 1980].
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Fig. 1. Mean clear-sky January temperature and dewpoint
temperatureprofilesfor the central Arctic. Also shownare the
vertical positionsof hypotheticallayersof cirrus cloud,boundary
layer haze, ice crystal precipitationand stratus cloudthat are
prescribed
for radiativetransfersimulationsthat are described
in
the text.
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InterveningAtmosphericEffects

The effectsof four commonlyobservedatmospheric
phenomena in the Arctic are considered:(1) Arctic haze

[e.g., Rahn and McCaffrey, 1980; Valero et al., 1989;
Valeroet al., 1983]whichpersistsoverlargeregionsof the
Arctic, especiallyduring late winter and early spring,(2)
Arcticstratuscloud[e.g.,TsayandJayaweera,1984;Tsay
et at., 1989;Curry et at., 1992] whichcommonlyobscures
satelliteviewingof the seaicesurfacein summer,but may
be thin enough during the winter months to make lead
detectionfeasible,(3) clear-skyice crystal precipitation
(ICP) which has a significant effect on the radiation
balance of the surface/atmospheresystem in the Arctic
[Curry et at., 1990; Curry et at., 1989a; Curry et at.,
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a variety of multispectraltechniquesproposedfor operational

use.

Arctic Haze. The optical propertiesof Arctic haze have
not been extensively measured, but model calculations
indicate that the volume extinction coefficients of Arctic

hazes are to a first approximation the same order of
magnitudeasthosefor troposphericaerosols[e.g.Btanchet
and List, 1983; Tsay et at., 1989]. Because Arctic haze
generally containsan anthropogeniccomponentof carbonaceous material transported from the lower latitudes
[Rosenet al., 1981;Kahl and Hansen, 1989], the "urban"
aerosol model of LOWTRAN

was selected to simulate low

level haze layers. This modelrepresentsa mixture of 20%
soot-likeaerosolsand 80%rural type aerosolscontainedin
1989b], and (4) high level cirrus clouds which are the the 0 to 2 km boundarylayer [Kneizyset al., 1980]. The
"most-frequenfiy-occurring
cloud type" observedin the extinctioncoefficient• for boundarylayer haze as defined
central Arctic during winter and spring [Warren et at., in LOWTRAN is determinedfroma prescribedatmospher1988]. Eachof thesehasa distincteffecton the upwelling ic visibility V using Koschmieder'sformula: V = 1/•
thermalradiationemittedfromthe underlyingsurfaceand ln(1/•), where • is a threshold contrast taken to be 0.02.
The infrared opacity of aerosol layers is known to
atmospheredependingon their microphysicalproperties,
increase
quite dramatically with increasing relative
geometric thicknesses and positions within the atmosphere. The differencesin the radiative propertiesof humidity [Blanchet and List, 1987; Shettle and Fenn,
atmospheric
aerosols(haze),water dropletsor ice crystals 1979], thus an assessmentof how water uptake by
result in varying degreesof scatteringand absorptionas hygroscopicaerosolsaffects simulations of brightness
a function of wavelength. These differences can be temperatures and BTD's was also made. Results for a
exploitedusing multispectraltechniquesto distinguish saturated haze layer (RH = 99.9%) composedof "wet"
varioustypes of attenuating layers that may exist in the aerosolparticlesare contrastedwith thosefor moderately
Arcticatmosphereassumingthat the underlyingsurface dry (RH -- 70%) haze layers found to characterize mean
January conditionsin the Arctic. LOWTRAN is designed
propertiescan be determined by other means.
Upwelling radiation is also very sensitive to the to modify the absorption and scattering coefficientsof
temperatureof any interveninglayers which dependson aerosoldistributionsby (1) assuminggrowthof particula-

the verticalpositionof thoselayers[Stone,1993]. Layers
havingsimilarthicknessandmicrophysical
propertiescan
affect satellite-derivedbrightness temperatures quite
differenfiy dependingon their height becausethe atmosphereis not generallyisothermal. It is thereforeimportant to obtain ancillary informationabout the physical
propertiesof the atmosphere,the surfaceand any interveninglayersas a first stepin developingan algorithmto
detect and map leads. We recognizethat this need is
currently a limiting factor in producingunambiguous
results, but various prototype methods to remotely
measurepropertiesof the atmosphereand surfacein polar
regionshave already been developedand showpromise.
For example,several objectivemethodsto distinguish
clear from "cloudy"pixelsin satellite imagery have been
proposed.These are basedon multispectraltechniques
combinedwith radiative transfer theory [e.g., Key and
Barry, 1989; Yamanouchiet al., 1987; Wahicheet al.,
1986]. Also,a methodto retrieveicesurfacetemperatures
(IST's)usingAVHRRthermalimagery[Keyand Haefiiger,
1992]hasbeenproposed,
andimprovements
haverecently
beenreportedonthe retrievalof temperatureand humidity profiles over sea ice using data from the TIROS-N
Operational Vertical Sounder(TOVS) as well [Francis,
1992]. Validation of these various algorithms has not
been thorough, however. Processstudies based on actual

tes as a function

of RH based on the results

of Hanel

[1976], (2) adjustingtheir effectiverefractive indices,and
(3) recomputingtheir radiative propertiesbased on Mie
theory [Kneizyset al., 1980].
Arctic Stratus. Arctic cloudclimatologiesshow marked
increasesin average low cloud amounts during spring
attributed to the presence of stratiform water clouds
within the boundary layer which reach a maximum
coverage of about 70% during the summer months
[Huschke, 1969; Vowinckeland Orvig, 1970]. Stratus
cloudshave a potentiallydramaticimpact on the surfaceatmosphere heat budget depending on whether their
shortwavealbedoeffectsor longwavegreenhouseeffects
dominatethe lowertroposphericradiationbalance[Curry
et al., 1992]. Summertimevisible stratus optical depths
tend to be large, in cases exceeding20 [Herman and
Curry, 1984]; thus the use of visible imagery to detect
leads is not practical, and because thermal contrasts
between leads and multiyear sea ice tend toward zero as
cloudopacityincreases,detectionusingthermal imagery
is alsoimpracticalin mostcases.During winter, however,
stratus cloud cover is often less than 20% and the cloud

layers tend to be thin opticallywith visibleopticaldepths
on the order of 2 [Curry et al., 1992]. Detecting leads
using thermal imagery in winter may, therefore, be
possible. Using the LOWTRAN model for "stratus" we

field measurementsin conjunctionwith satellite image assessthe feasibility of detectingleads during winter by
analysis are needed to confirm theoretical results. An assumingthat a horizontallyhomogeneous
cloudlayer 380
analysisof in situ data collectedin the vicinity of the m thick exists in the lower atmosphereas indicated in
BeaufortSea during the 1992 springLeads Experiment Figure 1. For stratus simulations the desired range of
(LEADEX) combinedwith coincidentsatellite image visible
(0.55•m)opticaldepth• wasobtained
byvarying
analysesshouldprovidea valuableopportunityto validate the conversionfactor from equivalent LWC (g m-ø) to
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extinctioncoefficient
(km'1) in the LOWTRANcode central Arctic during winter, we estimate these temper[Kneizyset al., 1988]. The stratus droplet size distribution
is representedby a modified gamma distribution:

atures using an energy balance model following the
methodof Maykut [1982]. The energy balance equationis

n(r) -- 27r2e-0.6r

(1-cOFr-Iic
e+FL+e(•Ti4ce
+Fs+Fe+Fc--0

where r is the droplet radius and n is number density.

where a is the shortwave albedo of the surface, e is the
longwave emissivity of the surface, o is the Stefan-

Thetotalnumber
density
istakentobe250cm'3andthe
mode radius is 6.671•m (for mass distribution). Details of
the LOWTRAN cloud models are given in Shettle et al.
[1988].

Boltzmannconstant,lice is the amountof shortwave
energytransmittedthroughthe ice,Fr andFL are the
downwelling shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes,

respectively,
Fs andFe are the sensibleand latent heat
Layers of Ice Crystals. Both the high level cirrus cloud
fluxes,respectively,
andFcis the conductive
heatflux. A

and low level ice crystal precipitation simulations were
made by inserting the LOWTRAN "standard"cirrus model
[Shettle et al., 1988] into the atmosphere at the vertical
positionsindicated in Figure 1. For both conditionsthe
desired range of optical depth was obtainedby assuming
the appropriate values of 0.551am volume extinction
coefficients

for a 2 km thick

cirrus based at 8 km and a 1

km thick ICP layer based at the surface. Note that ice
crystal precipitationhas beenobservedfrom the surfaceto
heights exceeding 3 km in the Arctic, but it is most
frequently observedbelow about I km [Curry et al., 1990].
For all of the cases discussed above theoretical

calcula-

tions were made for a visible optical depth range of 0
(clear-sky) to 100, but results are presented only for
values between 0 and 10. Realistic layer thicknessesand
extinction values of aerosolsand ice crystals are suchthat
visible optical depths rarely exceed 10 and although
stratus optical depths may exceedthis value during the
summer months, low thermal contrasts and high visible
opacity precludelead detectionat this time of year. In the
winter, even when mixed-phase layers contain small
amounts of liquid water, optical depths are generally
within the range represented here.
Surface Characteristics
Model runs were initialized

for three different

surface

temperatures to characterize open or refrozen leads and a
fourth temperature representing the surroundingice pack
which is assumedto be 2 m thick and in equilibrium with
the surface air temperature. In the discussion that
follows, the terms "skin" and "surface"temperature are
used interchangeably and should not be confusedwith
shelter temperature (measured 2 m above ground level)
which is generally higher than the actual skin temperature when a surface-basedtemperature inversion exists.
Shelter temperature may differ from skin temperature by
more than 10øCdependingon the region and time of year
[e.g., Stoweet al., 1988; Rossowet al., 1989]. Becausethe
surface types of interest here are nearly "black" (having
emissivitiesapproachingunity) in the AVHRR NIR and IR
spectral bands, surfaceemissionsdominate the upwelling

flux toward the surface is positive. The sensible and
latent heat fluxes are primarily dependent on the wind
speed, air temperature and the temperature of the ice

IC(}'
The downward longwave fluxes were modeled using
LOWTRAN, again assumingthe mean clear-sky January
temperature and humidity profiles. The shortwave
componentis zero for winter energy balance simulations.

Realisticvaluesof Fs, Fe and air temperaturewere
prescribed in the energy balance equation based on
concurrentmeteorologicaldata collectedon the ice island.
Followingthis procedurethree temperatures were computed to represent a range of lead types: for open leads, 271
K; for leads coveredby 5 cm thick ice, 256 K; and for 15
cm thick leads, 248 K. The ice pack was assumedto be in
thermal equilibrium with the surfaceair and was assigned
a temperature of 235 K, the mean temperature computed
from measurements

made

at the first

rawinsonde

level

during January.
All surfaces with the exception of open leads are
assumed to be snow-covered

and

directional

snow emissi-

vities were modeledfollowingthe procedurein Dozier and
Warren [1982]. This method involves calculating the
single scattering albedo, asymmetry factor and phase
function for snowgrains using a Mie codebefore determining the directional, wavelength-dependent emissivities
using the delta-Eddingtonapproximation of the radiative
transfer equation. These emissivities were then integrated over the responsefunction for each channel i:

•i(0)
=••2
•(•,0)½i(•)
d•
j••2
•i(L)
d•

where e(L,0) is the emissivity in the direction 0 at wave-

lengthL and$i is the ith sensorresponse
function.Key
and Haefiiger [1992] note that differences between the
integrated emissivities for the NOAA series 7, 9, and 11
AVHRR

sensors are on the order of 0.0001.

In the current

study we use the NOAA 7 values only. For brightness
temperature simulations over open leads, the angular
radiation field under clear skies. And even when moderdependenceof channel emissivities of water are deterately opaque haze or cloud layers are present, surface mined through Fresnel calculations. Table 1 gives the
emissionsgreatly influence TOA radiances, thus realistic angular emissivities used in the current analysis as a
specifications of skin temperatures are necessary to function of AVHRR scan angle and surface type. In
produce meaningful theoretical results. Similarly, to reality, newly refrozen leads are clear of snow;thus pure
validate any lead detectionalgorithm based on bispectral ice emissivities should be used for best results. However,
differences and/or derived IR or NIR contrasts it will be
the authors are aware of no comprehensiveset of meaessential to first implement an accurate surface tem- surementsnor method from which the spectral, directional
emissivitiesof planar ice can be determined. The emissivperature retrieval algorithm.
Because measurements of skin temperatures as a ity of ice approachesunity and is often assumedto be 1.0
function of lead thickness have not been made in the
for field investigations [e.g., Konig-Langlo and Zachek,
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TABLE 1. Angular Emissivities of Snow and Water in
NOAA 7 AVHRR Channels 3, 4 and 5 at
Two Satellite Scan Angles
Snow

Channel

0ø

Water

50 ø

0ø

50 ø

3

0.998

0.992

0.976

0.961

4

0.999

0.996

0.992

0.984

5

0.996

0.987

0.986

0.972

1991]. A more accurate value may be 0.97 [Hobbs, 1974]
which is within

2% of the snow values

listed in Table

1.

Thus, the assumption that all surfaces are snow-covered
will not result in serious errors in simulated brightness
temperatures nor will differencesin channel brightness
temperatures or contrast ratios be affected significantly.
For even more accurate simulations of brightness
temperatures,channelradiancesshouldalsobe integrated
over the appropriate sensor response functions. These
vary from one satellite to another as discussedin Key and
Haefiiger [1992]. In that study, they found that by using
the full responsefunctionsinstead of assumingrectangular functions (i.e., 100% response at all wavelengths
within the portion of the channel where the actual
response is at ]east 50%) the brightness temperature
differenceswere only on the order of 0.05 K for channel 4,
but were about 0.5 K for channel 5 assuming typical
January conditions in the central Arctic. Because we
focushere on channel 4 results, we use the rectangular
function for all simulations rather than performing this
time-consuming integration. This is justified in that the
computation of normalized contrasts are based on differences and ratios of brightness temperatures at one or
another wavelength so that small absolute biases due to
differencesin responsefunctionshave a negligible effect
on the final

results.
RESULTS

Simulated Brightness Temperatures
Examples of channel brightness temperatures as a
function of visible (0.55 •um)optical depth are shown in
Figure 2 for boundarylayer haze,ice crystal precipitation
and high-level cirrus clouds at 0ø and 50 ø satellite scan
angles for channels 3, 4, and 5 of the AVHRR instrument.
These layers were positioned as shown in Figure I and
mean January temperature and humidity profiles were
assumed. Within each panel (from top to bottom) are plots
that relate to the different prescribed surface temperatures representing open leads, leads of 5 cm and 15 cm
thickness(271 K, 256 K and 248 K, respectively),and the
multiyear pack ice (235 K). Note that the boundarylayer
is moderately dry during January in the central Arctic
with RH averaging about 70% between the surfaceand 2
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spectrum where sensitivity to the relatively dry Arctic
atmosphere is least and because open water, newly
refrozen leads and snow-coveredsurfacesall have high
emissivities. Regardlessof the underlying surfacetype,
channel 3, 4 and 5 brightness temperatures tend to
convergeto the blackbodyradiatingtemperatureof the top
of the interveningcloudor haze layers as optical depths
increase,thoughthe rate of convergence
varies depending
on the microphysicalpropertiesof the intervening layer
and the layer's positionand mean temperature relative to
the surface. Scan angle effects are also apparent by
comparingcorrespondingpanels for 0ø and 50ø viewing
angles. No matter what type of surface or intervening
m•.diumexists,the convergence
of •imulated brightness
temperatures to layer top temperatures occursfaster when
viewing off-nadir. This is due to the increase in optical
path length by a factor 1/cos(0),where 0 is the satellite
scan angle as viewing angles increase from nadir.
Becausehaze particles absorband emit much less NIR
and IR radiation than doice particlesor water dropletsat
a givenvisible optical depth, haze layers neither attenuate
nor enhance significantly the thermal emissionsfrom the
surface.Thus, simulatedNIR and IR brightnesstemperatures during typical winter conditions are not very
sensitive to changesin aerosolloading in the boundary
layer. In these situations,the relatively dry haze layers
becomeessentiallyblack at visible optical depthsexceeding 95 (equivalent to an infrared optical depth of about 6).
This extremevalue corresponds
to an unrealisticvisibility
of lessthan 85 m. As notedby Blancherand List [1987],
however,the infrared opacityof aerosolsincreasesdramatically as relative humidity increases. In fact, IR optical
depths may exceed those for visible wavelengths in
saturated haze layers. This phenomenonoccursdue to the
uptake of available water by hygroscopicparticlessuchas
sulfuricacidand deliquescentcompounds
within the layer
causing a shift to a larger particle size distribution and
corresponding enhancements of the absorption and
scattering crosssectionsof the particles.
We evaluatedthe effectsof increasingrelative humidity on aerosollayers by hypotheticallysaturating the 0 to
2 km layer and recalculatingthe brightnesstemperatures
for a "wet" aerosollayer. This is easily accomplished
using LOWTRAN becausethe absorptionand scattering
coefficientsare modifiedin accordancewith hygroscopic
growthas describedpreviously.The opticaldepth dependence of channel 4 brightness temperatures for a haze
layer with mean RH = 99.9% was found to be virtually
identical to that for a haze layer having RH = 70% while
channel 5 brightnesstemperatures tended to converge
slightly faster to the blackbody;
temperature of the layer.
The NIR channel 3 simulations revealed the most pro-

nouncedchange due to saturation. They indicated slightly
faster convergencewith increasing optical depth than
either of the IR channels and also, interestingly, NIR
values converge to a temperature below the physical
temperature of the layer top. This leads to negative NIRkm suggestinga predominanceof clear skies containing IR spectral differences. Qualitatively, an optically thick,
low concentrationsof dry aerosolsduring this time of the saturated haze layer has similar radiative behavior as
year. At zero opticaldepth the physicalsurfacetempera- doesa stratiform water cloud. As these layers increase in
tures are reasonably well represented by simulated opacity they becomeblack to infrared radiation resulting
channel brightness temperatures because the selected in a rapid convergence of brightness temperatures (no
channelsare all within NIR and IR windowregionsof the matter what the underlying surface is) to the physical
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Fig. 2. Simulatedbrightnesstemperaturesfor layers of boundarylayer haze, ice crystal precipitationand highlevel cirrus cloudfor three AVHRR thermal channelsassumingfour surfacetypes (from top to bottom at left of

eachpanel):openwater, 5, 15, and 200 cmthick ice. Resultsare shownfor satelliteview anglesof 0øand 50ø
over a range of 0.55 pm optical depthsbetween0 and 10. Mean clear-skyJanuary temperature and humidity
profiles for the central Arctic are assumed.

temperature of the layer top; but in the NIR, thick layers
totally attenuate the upwelling radiation from the surface
while contributing little to TOA radiances becausethese
layers have low NIR emissivities. Thus, NIR brightness
temperatures are actually colder than correspondingIR
values [e.g., Yamanouchi et al., 1987]. These are important considerations because the relative magnitudes of

layers have identical microphysicaland radiative properties

based

on the

standard

LOWTRAN

cirrus

model.

However, their net radiative effect on the upwelling
radiation field differs significantlybecauseof their relative

temperatures
andproximity
to thenearlyblackunderly-

ing surfaces. Brightness temperatures above the ICP
layer convergemore rapidly with increasingoptical depth
NIR-IR bispectral differencesas a function of relative than do correspondingtemperatures above cirrus because
humidity, phase and optical depth may be exploited to the top of the ICP layer coincideswith the warmest region
distinguish different types of intervening atmospheric of the atmospherewhich is directly influenced by surface
emissions. Radiation emitted by the surface contributes
layers.
The importance of knowing the vertical positionof an significantly to the total upwelling radiation through
intervening layer is apparent by comparingthe results for absorptionand secondaryemissionby the ICP layer at a
the low level ICP with those for high cirrus clouds. Both relatively warm layer temperature. A similar radiative
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effect occursin the case of cirrus, but the cold, dry atmo- constructed.
Shownare valuesof (Tb3- Tb4)for three
sphere below the cirrus layer has little effect on the different layers already discussed,dry (70% RH) and wet
upward radiative flux and the cloud particles themselves (99.9% RH) haze layers within the boundary layer and
absorband re-emit this radiation at a much coldertemper- ICP in the lowest kilometer of the atmosphere, and in
ature. As with haze and stratiform water clouds, these addition, results are given for the stratus layer described
different radiative effects give rise to distinct signatures above and shown in Figure 1. Each pane] includes plots
of brightnesstemperatures and bispectral differencesas a of the simulatedTb3 - Tb4 valuesfor the four surface
function of optical depth.
types assuming a scan angle of 0ø. It is clear that bispectral differencesare sensitive not only to optical depth but
NIR-IR Bispectral Differences
also to relative humidity and the phase of the particles.
Differences in BTD signatures for combinations of Bispectral signatures for dry aerosols are insensitive to
surfaceand layer types as a function of optical depth may increasing optical depth except for those related to
be used to distinguish varying surface and atmospheric multiyear ice. Under saturated hazy conditionsthere is a
properties within a satellite scene, a necessary step in distinct monotonicdecline in BTDs with increasing ß over
developinga lead detection algorithm. For example, at a all surface types with negative values observed except
cirrus optical depth of about 3.0 the BTD between channel over multiyear ice when ß < 5. Such separations between
3 andchannel4 (Tb3- Tb4)overan openleadis approxi- multiyear ice signatures and other surface types should
mately 13 K whereas this differenceis only about 2 K if a permit better identification of backgroundpixels neededto
low level ICP layer of equal optical depth is present as normalize thermal contrasts for the purpose of distinviewed at nadir.
guishing leads (details are given in the following section).
To more clearly illustrate the potential use of split If a stratus layer is present within the warm region of the
window imagery to distinguish between various cloud and atmospherea sharp fall-off to significantly large negative
aerosol]ayers that are commonin the Arctic, Figure 3 was values occursin the range of optical depths between 0 and
Aerosols, RH=99.9%
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about 2.5 with a convergingupward signal as • increases
further. In the case of a low-lying ICP layer, positive
differences of 0.5 K to 3.5 K peaking between optical
depths of 0.5 and 1.5, are apparent, whereas for a similar
(cirrus) layer placed high in the atmosphere BTD's as
large as 13 K were noted for ß = 2.5 (see Figure 2). In
theory, if TOA NIR and IR radiances can be measured
accurately, much information can be extracted by analyzing bispectralimages. Unfortunately, the AVHRR channel
3 data is reported to be too noisy to be useful for cloud
detection at cold temperatures [Yamanouchi et al., 1987],
but hopefully, future spaceborneradiometers will provide
data of sufficient quality to resolve the signatures described

BoundaryLayer Haze, Day and Night
'

simulations

contributions

of reflected solar NIR radiation during the day while the
infrared fluxes remained unchanged. This effect has also
been noted for high level cirrus clouds [Stone et al., 1990;
Stephens,1981]. Figure 4 exemplifies how NIR reflections

!

'

20

Open W(]ter

10
....
---

were found due to the additional

'

30

here.

One of the primary advantages of using a split window
technique is its applicability to daytime or nighttime
images. Though not the focus of the current study,
LOWTRAN was also used in a radiance mode including
the effects of single scattered solar radiation to make a
preliminary evaluation of the effect that NIR reflections
from the surface and/or aerosol layers have on NIR-IR
differences. Dramatic differencesbetween day and night

I
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5 cm Ice
15 cm Ice
2 m Ice

8
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OpticalDepth

Fig. 4. DifferencesbetweenAVI-IRR channels3 and 4 brightness
temperatures as a function of boundary layer haze optical depth
at 0.55 •am during the day (thick lines) and at night (thin lines)
over eachof the four surfacetypes describedin the text. Satellite
scan angle is 50ø, solar zenith angle is 75ø and solar azimuth
angle is 30ø.

affectTb3 - Tb4 signatureswhensinglescatteredsolar
radiation

is included

in the model calculations.

The lower

brightness
temperature.
composite
ofcurvesaretheTb3- Tb4valuesshownprevi- (lead)andTB is thebackground
Hereafter, in all expressions involving contrast the
wavelength dependenceis assumed and the k is omitted.
Figure
5 shows the behavior of this quantity for IR
lines)shows
thebehavior
OfTb3- Tb4foranidentical
haze
layer and surface conditions, but includes the reflected channel4 derivedfrom the resultspresentedin Figure 2.
solar radiation componentwhen the sun is arbitrarily This measureof contrastprovidesa potentiallypowerful
placed at a zenith angle of 75ø and an azimuth angle of means to detect leads using thermal imagery both for
30ø relative to a satellite viewing at 50ø off nadir. Day- daytime and nighttime conditions. Although, in most
time brightness temperature differencesare significant cases,Figure 4 indicates a rapid decreasein normalized
even at zero optical depth and increase with • regardless contrastsas optical depth increases,realistic cirrus, ICP
of surfacetype. For extreme aerosoloptical depths (not or haze opticaldepthsare generallywithin a rangethat
shown),Tb3 - Tb4 approaches
a constantvalueas the should permit the resolution of leads using thermal
diffuse limit of NIR reflection is reached and the layer contrasts provided that radiances can be measured
beginsto emit as a blackbodyin the infrared. Qualitative- accurately, sensor field-of-view is small relative to lead
ly, similar positive enhancementsin NIR-IR brightness widthsand full use of ancillary data is made. Curry et al.
temperature differences are expected for water clouds [1990] for instance,measuredICP visible opticaldepths
when the sun is above the horizon. Also, the dramatic ranging from about 0.03 to 20, but in five out of seven
contrast between low clouds and snow-covered surfaces in
cases,ß was less than about 5, within a range in which
the NIR during sunlit periods makes the analysis of thermal contrastshouldbe measurable. With regard to
AVHRR channel 3 imagery a potentially powerfultool for cirrus, even for large extinctioncoefficientstheir optical
depthsare limited becausethey are confinedto regionsof
discriminating cloudsover snow [Kidder and Wu, 1984].
ously in Figure 3 for an aerosol layer having a mean
relative humidity of 70%. The upper set of curves (bold

the uppertroposphereboundedaboveby the tropopause.
As an example, a cirrus cloud having a large visible

Normalized Atmospheric Contrast

Normalized atmospheric contrast is a wavelength
dependent quantity, varying with atmospheric opacity,
expressedin terms of the brightness temperature difference between any given pixel and the backgroundscene
normalized by the brightness temperature of the background (in this case taken to be the 2 m thick multiyear

volume
extinction
coefficients,
say•ext= 0.2km'1,7 km

thick (AZ = 7.0) wouldhave an opticaldepthof only 1.4,

where• = •extAZ.Suchlargeextinctions
wouldexistonly
for cirruscomposed
of very large ice crystalswith propor-

tionally large total ice water contents(IWC's) [e.g., Stone
et al., 1990] which occurrarely in extremely cold environice):
ments [e.g., Stone, 1993; Platt and Harshvardhan, 1988;
Heymsfieldand Platt, 1984]. In casesinvolving haze, the
aerosolloading would need to be extreme before thermal
TB(q;,L)
contrasts diminished significantly. There is no observawhereTT is the brightness
temperature
of the target tional evidence that aerosol layers can attain optical

C(q:,k)
= TT(q:'L)
- TB(q:'L)

(1)
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Fig. 5. Normalized AVHRR channel4 contrastsbetweenthree lead ice thicknesses(open water, 5 cm and 15 cm
ice) and the background2 m thick ice for boundarylayer haze, ice crystal precipitationand high-levelcirrus cloud
as a functionof 0.55 ]amoptical depth. Results are shownfor satellite view anglesof 0ø and 50øderived from the
brightness temperatures shown in Figure 2.

depthsthat would precludelead detectionusing thermal
imagery. For instance, mean 0.5 pm optical depths for
haze layers observed over Barrow, Alaska, even when
nearly saturated, were only about 0.2 [Mendoncaet al.,
1981] and the maximum 0.5 pm optical depth measured
during what has been describedas a "megahaze"event
was about 0.7 [Dutton et al., 1989].

Of course, mixed

phase haze layers containinglarge concentrationsof ice
crystalswill tend to attenuate thermal radiation much like
pure ICP layers do.
Finally, channel contrastsfor the 380 m thick stratus
cloud (computedbut not shown) were also analyzed to
evaluate whether or not leads are detectable during winter

when stratus layers tend to be opticallythin. IR channel
brightnesstemperatures for the four surfacetypes were
observedto convergein a similar manner as was noted for
the boundary layer ICP (Figure 2); thus simulated IR
contrastsunder the influenceof stratus cloudsare nearly
equal to those computedfor the ice crystal precipitation
layer shown in Figure 5. The convergenceof channel 3
brightnesstemperatures with optical depth was found to
be even more rapid than for the IR channels so that NIR
contrastvalues diminish more quickly with optical depth.
Both IR and NIR contrastsare likely to be below measurable threshold values (discussed below) to make lead

detectionpossiblewhen stratus layers are presentbecause
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their optical depths are typically in the range of 2 or
greater.
Our simulations indicate that normalized
contrasts will be very difficult to resolve at this level of

been decreased relative to the previous figures. As
mentioned above, it is unlikely that contrasts in the
presenceof stratus wouldbe sufficientlylarge at realistic
opacity.
values of stratus optical depth to permit lead detection,
therefore stratus is omitted from this analysis. The
Lead Detection Based on Critical Contrast
contoursin Figure 6 indicate the critical contrast that a
The normalized contrast C(x,•.) in (1) is defined in
pixel must exceedin orderto be designatedas a lead pixel
terms of the target (lead) and background(multiyear ice) once the threshold contrast ? is determined assuming
temperatures but says nothing about the geometrical mean clear-sky January conditionsin the central Arctic.
characteristicsof the target or imaging system. In sucha Such plots can be used to estimate the minimum lead
context it assumesthat a given lead pixel is completely width resolvable in an AVHRR channel 4 image under
within the FOV of the satellite
radiometer.
We now
certain conditionsas follows. Assume, for example, that
examine

how contrast

varies

as a function

of lead width

and sensorfield-of-viewto accountfor image pixels that
contain both lead and multiyear ice surfacetypes.
Letting p be the fractional area covered by a lead

withina pixel;i.e.,p = width/FOV,thetotalcontrast
Ctot
that takes into account the reduction in temperature
contrast due to atmosphericand spatial effectsis

Ctot(X) =

[pTT(x) +(1-p)TB(•)] - TB(•)
TB(X)

-- pC(x)
If every pixel in the image is to be labeled as either a lead

the sensor's resolution is 1.0 km (FOV = 1.0) at nadir and

a I km thick ICP layer is presentabovethe surface. If we
prescribea normalizedcontrastthresholdof 0.04 and a
critical contrast of 0.10 as detection criteria, then Figure
6 can be used to estimate

the narrowest

resolvable lead as

a function of the layer's optical depth. For an optical
depth of 0.6, say, the width/FOV ratio is about 0.75, thus
the narrowestdetectablelead wouldbe approximately0.75
km wide. Under these conditions, any lead less than
about 750 m wide would not be detectable

if the ICP

opticaldepthexceeded0.6. Followingthe sameapproach
but assumingan ICP optical depth of 0.3 now, the mini-

pixel or a backgroundpixel, then some thresholding mum detectable lead width is about 0.56 km if the same
operation must be used. One possiblemethodis to choose threshold criteria are used. If we relax the threshold
as a threshold the mean background temperature plus
criteria and do the same analysisfor ? = 0.02, then a lead
somemultipleof its variabilityv, say TB(X)+2o.(In would need to be only about 400 m wide in order to be
reality o may also be a function of •.) As in (1), this
resolvedat a pixel resolutionof I km if ß = 0.6, or about
threshold can also be expressedas a normalized (non290 m wide if • = 0.3. Note that for any given combinadimensional) contrast ratio:
tion of optical depth, contrast threshold and critical
?--

2o

contrast Figure 6 indicates that the minimum detectable
lead width will be systematically smaller if, instead of

If the observedtotal contrast of a pixel is less than this
value, then the pixel is consideredpart of the background
scene. This threshold contrast includes implicitly the
effect of the fractional area covered by a lead within a
pixel; i.e., it is a total contrast. Low values of ? will
generally result in more pixels being labelled as lead
pixelsbecausethe backgroundis more homogeneous
when
• is small and thermal

features

should be more distin-

guishable. ? can also be defined in terms of somecritical
normalized atmospheric contrast:

-p

ICP, either an aerosollayer or a cirrus cloud of equal
optical depth is present.
It is suggestedhere that bispectraltechniquesbe used
in conjunctionwith image contrastanalysesto developan
operationalprocedureto detectand map leadsin the polar
regions. However, becausea continuum of signatures
exist dependingon atmospheric,surfaceand geometric
effects,it will be essentialto constrainthe problemby first

determiningthe stateofthe atmosphereand surfaceusing
a combinationof multispectraltechniques. Of particular
importancewill be the retrieval of surfacetemperatures
[e.g., Key and Haefiiger, 1992] because the thermal

contrast between leads and the backgroundice pack
where the asterisk represents a threshold value. This dependscritically on differencesin surfaceemissionsthat
expressesthe normalized atmosphericcontrast necessary determinethe thresholdof lead detectionunder varying
for a lead to be detectedif an intervening layer of optical atmosphericconditions.
depth ß is present.

DISCUSSION
To address the question of what minimum lead width
can actually be resolved under specified atmospheric
The theoretical results presented above are enlightconditionsand varying sensorFOV, we need to eliminate ening, but we have obviouslyoversimplifiedthe problems
hypothetically the atmospheric effects. We therefore associatedwith lead detection. We have presentedresults
define the critical contrast of a lead as the normalized
that only represent average January conditions in the
atmospheric
contrast
at zerooptical
depthC (•=0•?).We centralArctic and consideronlyfour discretesurfacetypes
can relate C (%?) back to the critical contrast C (x=0,?) and four idealized hypotheticalmodelsto simulate what in
with the data provided in Figure 5 which was used to nature is a complicatedmix of intervening atmospheric
construct Figure 6.
effects. In reality, any of these variables assume a
Figure 6 shows critical normalized contrast contours continuumof valuesthat changespatially and temporally.
for leads as a function ofp and optical depth for layers of Cloudsand aerosollayers are naturally inhomogeneous
aerosols,ICP and cirrus cloud assuming two values of ?. having physical,radiative and microphysicalproperties
Note that the optical depth scalesfor ICP and cirrus have that vary in space and time and frequently occur as
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Fig.6. Criticalcontrast
ofa leadasa function
ofitsfractional
coverage
withinanimagepixel(width/FOV)
and
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valuesofthreshold
contrast7 assuming
a satellite

viewingangleof0ø. Meanclear-sky
Januaryconditions
forthecentralArcticareassumed.
Resultsaregiven
for two valuesof thresholdcontrast:7=0.04 and 7=0.02as definedin the text.

values and correspondingBTD's for a realistic range of
combinedsurface and atmosphericproperties. Furthermore, a step-wiseapproachwill be necessaryutilizing
ancillary information to further constrainthe problem.
The use of cloud clearing algorithms is essential to assure
accurate surface temperature retrievals and remote
sounding techniques need to be improved in order to
exist). Nonlinear radiative effects are causedby increas- resolve atmospheric temperature and humidity profiles
ing optical paths at the same time that pixel resolution and to determinethe physical,radiative and microphysical
degradeswith increasing scan angle. To develop an propertiesof intervening ]ayers. Theoretically,multispecoperational
leaddetection
algorithm,highlyparameterized tral analyses provide a basis for estimating these propermodelswill need to be used, perhapsin conjunctionwith ties, but in reality it may be years before prototype
comprehensive
"look-up"
tab]eslistingexpectedcontrast methodsare validated and approvedfor operational use.

multiplelayersof mixedphaseparticles. Intensewinds,
for example, dynamically force stratiform layers sometimes creating banded structures, especially for ]ayers
composed
of condensed
particlesdownwindof leads. The
detection of leads is further complicatedby constantly
changingviewing geometriesrelated to sensor FOV,
satellite scanangle (and sun angle if daytime conditions
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Finally, comparisonsbetween actual measurements levelcirrusclouds,causemoresignificantperturbationsto
and theoretical simulations are essential as algorithm the upwelling radiation field. Simulated brightness
development moves from a conceptual phase towards temperatures
fortheselayerstend•toconverge
to black-

implementation. The data collectedoverthe BeaufortSea
during LEADEX will hopefully provide case-by-case
opportunities to verify the kinds of theoretical results
presentedin this paper and to further assessthe feasibili-

bodyvaluesas optical depthsincreasethus reducingthe
contrastbetweensurfacetypes. Opticallythick ICP layers
potentially limit the use of thermal contrasts to detect

leads. Basedon limited observationalevidence,however,
ICP optical depthsare generally small enoughto permit
contrast resolution in most cases if upwelling TOA
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
radiancescan be measured accurately.
The use of the thermal channels of the AVHRR for the
Our theoretical results indicate that, if stratiform
potential detectionand mapping of leadshas been evaluat- water cloudsare present in the Arctic atmosphere,leads
ed for varying hypothetical atmospheric conditions and will not generally be detectable. Stratus clouds were
lead types. The detectability of leads is primarily depen- foundto have IR spectralsignaturesvery similar to those
dent on the degree of thermal contrast between leads of for ICP as a functionof optical depth, but are normally
different temperatures (thicknesses) compared to the much more opaque due to their liquid water content.
background multiyear ice. Contrast varies with surface During summer stratus cloudsobscureany view of the
and atmospheric conditions and is a function of sensor surface from space and even during winter when they
characteristics including spectral response, FOV and contain only small amounts of liquid water, thermal
ty of operational lead detection.

viewing geometry.

contrasts are likely to be below reasonable thresholds of

The transfer of radiation through the atmospherewas
modeledusing LOWTRAN 7 initialized for mean clear-sky
January temperature and humidity profiles computed

detection.

tions indicated significant enhancements in the NIR
channel brightness temperatures due to solar reflections
which lead to large brightness temperature differences.
Becausethermal extinction is minimal for haze layers and
brightness temperatures vary little as a functionof optical
depth, normalized contrasts should be large enough to
permit lead detection even under extremely turbid or
saturated conditions unless haze layers include high
concentrations of ice crystals.
Ice crystals in the atmosphere, either in the form of
low-lying ice crystal precipitation or in the form of high

commentsand suggestionsfor improvingthis manuscript.

Throughcomparativeanalyseswe find that bispectral
signatures(NIR minus IR brightnesstemperatures) for
from ice island data collected in the central Arctic and
various layer and surface types as a function of optical
climatological values of atmospheric gas concentrations depth provide potentially useful information for minimizand background aerosols. Simulations of TOA radiances, ing ambiguousinterpretation of thermal images. We
expressed as brightness temperatures, were made for suggest that the recognition of distinct multispectral
three channels of the AVHRR
instrument.
These calculasignatures in conjunction with other remotely sensed
tions were made for a range of surface(skin) temperatures propertiesof the surface and atmospheremay be a key
to simulate different lead types. The radiative effects of stepto developingan operationallead detectionalgorithm.
four atmospheric phenomena commonly observedin the
Finally, the conceptof critical contrast was introduced
Arctic were also estimated using models to simulate whereby the sensor's field-of-view is quantitatively
boundary layer haze, stratiform water clouds,ice crystal accounted for in order to estimate the width of the narprecipitation at low levels and high level cirrus clouds. rowest resolvablelead as a function of pixel FOV under
View angle effectswere assessedby prescribinga range of varying atmosphericand surface conditions. Examples
satellite scan angles. A preliminary evaluation of how were given to demonstrate how the implementation of a
increasing relative humidity affects thermal attenuation thresholdingtechniquemay facilitate the developmentof
and emission by aerosol layers as related to lead detection an operationalprocedurefor detectingand mappingArctic
was made. In addition, the radiative effects of reflected leads. At present,however,the useof sucha techniqueis
(solar) NIR radiation from aerosol layers was assessed. limited due to our inability to remotely measure the
All calculations were presented for a visible optical depth propertiesof the Arctic atmosphereand surfaceaccuraterange between 0 and 10 to facilitate comparisons of ly. Additional theoretical studies and validations using
channel brightness temperatures, bispectral differences actual in situ and remotely senseddata are requiredas a
and derived values of thermal
contrast.
Results indicate
critical step in the developmentof any specificlead detecthat distinct signatures exist in the behavior of these tion algorithm. It is hopedthat the data collectedduring
quantities as a function of the intervening layers' optical LEADEX will provide the opportunity to verify the
depths depending on the microphysical and physical theoreticalresults presentedin this paper.
properties of the layers and their underlying surfaces.
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